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Tracing Reflective Thinking
In the Performance Ensemble

By Lyle Davidson and Larry Scripp
Harvard Project Zero and

New England Conservatory

The band has finished rehearsing
for the day. Although a concert
is coming up the next week, the

director asks the members of the band to
take time out of the period to listen to a
tape of the rehearsal. They discuss a par-
ticularly tricky section of their music.
Several points are made concerning the
quality of performance-the dynamics,
tempo, and articulation of various parts
of the score are mentioned-and practice
plans for the entire ensemble are dis-
cussed. The period ends abruptly with
the sound of the bell.

•• Few musicians, ourselves
included, would question the
premise that performance pro-
vides a superior context within
which to observe musical think-
ing. We seek to extend the field of
musical thought by observing and
assessing how students talk about
their work, what they notice in
performances, how self-aware they
are during performance, and the
degree to which they are aware of
how their work fits into the larger
context of music. ~

After the players have left, a slip of
paper found on the floor contains the fol-
lowing scribbled note: "It stinks. Needs
more practice." At first glance, its mean-
ing seems clear enough: "Take the music
home and spend more time going over
it." The band director may be initially
disappointed by its severity and limited
scope, but because such comments are
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common in the everyday life of musi-
cians, that is only one of many possible
interpretations.

The critique "Needs more practice"
may take on very different meanings. For
example, if the message is written by a
theorist who normally commands a rich
vocabulary of musical terms and con-
cepts, the comment might mean "Bring
out the principal line of the melody' '. On
the other hand, if the writer is a rehearsal
coach who is attending to the critical
thinking, perception, and problem-solving
skills needed to produce performance
changes, "Needs more practice" might
mean "Continue to keep blend, dy-
namics, and vibrato in balance". "Needs
more practice" could conceivably refer to
historical practice, professional standards,
and the implications of a particular in-
terpretation.

Emanating from a master musician,
"Needs more practice" may mean many
different things, ranging from a simple ex-
hortation to repeat the passage, paying
special attention to the fingerings; or at-
tend more carefully to the articulations,
the expression, the feeling of the piece,
or to simply learn the notes. In these
cases, the writer and "critical thinker"
will be one who is musically and cogni-
tively equipped to respond to and coor-
dinate multiple views of the ensemble,
the music, and the performance. What-
ever the underlying purpose of comments
and critiques, they are somehow under-
stood to be specific and appropriate to a
given context.

ormally we "read" a critical remark
like an arrow, pointing to the object of
the criticism, the performance. If we take
a different stance and "read" the message
for what it says about the writer, another
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value emerges. If the comment is from an
expert, appropriateness or utility is at-
tributed to the message. If, on the other
hand, the author of the scribble is a be-
ginner, the import of its message changes.

What the message says about the writer
is enormously important to the teacher.
Understanding that the message may be
an index of the writer's understanding
may completely revise the role that verbal
reflection plays in ensembles. Taking this
notion further, we begin to see the band
rehearsal in a new context with respect to
music education. The band director is not
merely training students to perform well
for the final concert, but is serving a
much richer educational objective. As the
role model for the musical expert-one
who demonstrates, thinks, and integrates
musical perceptions that result in more
musical understanding in performance-
the activities demonstrated by the ensem-
ble director become the educational focus
for the student. From this view the stu-
dent is not limited to functioning solely
as a "cog in the machine of the ensem-
ble". Instead, the student is invited and
guided by the director to assume greater
musical responsibility as the focus ex-
pands from "learning an instrument" to-
ward the skill necessary for directing the
ensemble.

Taking an active role in the musical dia-
logues that inform decisions about the
music, students begin to think of the en-
semble rehearsal in a broader context of
revision, practice strategies informed by a
variety of perspectives all modeled and
practiced by the director. Focusing on
more than improving instrumental skills,
the ensemble becomes an arena for de-
veloping a wider range of musical exper-
tise. The ensemble is an opportunity for
students to begin an apprenticeship into
musical activities that include critique,
comparison, coaching, and directing
skills.

Modeling and Metaphor:
Student/Conductor Interactions
in the Rehearsal Process

The ensemble teacher presents two per-
spectives to students, one explicit and the
other implicit. The director tends to the
obvious facts of music, the correctness of
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pitch, rhythm, dynamics, and all the
other aspects which contribute to a good
performance. This is what every conduc-
tor does explicitly.

A great deal more than that is modeled,
although it is more difficult to see. The
conductor also-perhaps without thinking
about it-uses skills on which explicit
modeling depends. Requiring a more
comprehensive perspective, these more
reflective skills include the ability to
make unambiguous criticisms, to identify
problems and offer effective solutions, to
make comparisons of different readings,
to coach individual students with sensi-
tivity, and to coordinate the entire ensem-
ble in a way which will effectively allow
students to achieve their best work. In
short, the director demonstrates how mu-
sicians work and think.

Accordingly, comments in lessons and
rehearsals are made for many different
reasons (Davidson, 1989). Some are made
to correct and address specific issues,
others to act as a catalyst to spark a new
insight, and some are meant to encourage
and spur greater effort. Although there
may always be a gap between the con-
ductor's description and student's grasp
of what the description means, questions
are constantly tailored to specific stu-
dents' needs and problems. These ques-
tions may:

• direct attention
• present a broader and more abstract

perspective in the guise of a concrete
and specific instance

• ground a student's generalization with a
concrete example

• expand on a student's example, or
• create a "safe" area within which a stu-

dent can explore, invent, and construct
without fear.

Throughout this process, two tech-
niques of teaching and learning are in
constant play, modeling examples and
using metaphors as catalysts for develop-
ment and learning. From this view, active
participation in the ensemble involves:

• selecting the most important features of
the demonstration to imitate

• inventing ways to control external or in-
ternalized actions in order to grasp the
model, and
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• coordinating the multiple states of
sensory-motor, discursive, and concep-
tual knowledge to produce the actions
necessary to replicate, exaggerate, or ex-
pand from the demonstration.

This interplay of modeling, questioning,
and using metaphors provides a rich
occasion for nurturing musical development.

Taking a more cognitive perspective,
the rehearsal requires an impressive in-
tegration of musical skills drawing on the
ability to select, invent, and coordinate
multiple views of performance. In addi-
tion, ensemble directors value written
comments as essential opportunities to
view and assess the development of
reflective thinking skills that provide a
richer profile of students' growing musi-
cal understanding. This view of the per-
formance ensemble in relation to reflec-
tive thinking skills is currently supported
by Arts Propel, a collaboration between
Harvard Project Zero, the Educational
Testing Service, and the Pittsburgh Public
Schools.

Arts Propel: Linking Perception
and Reflection to Performance

The Arts Propel approach to arts edu-
cation is based on the assumption that
the core of artistic experience is con-
tained in the activity of making the art.
Arts Propel music teachers taking this ap-
proach create what are called domain
projects (a specific set of activities focus-
ing on various aspects of the curriculum)
in order to better view and assess artistic
production. Production in the Arts Propel
classroom or rehearsal is an inclusive con-
cept. It may take many forms. For exam-
ple, playing an instrument or singing may
be one form, composing may be another,
making a graphic representation or a no-
tation a third, and keeping a notebook of
thoughts while listening is still another
way in which production is evident.

Production by itself, however, is insuffi-
cient. Although production forms the
center of the activity, it must also be but-
tressed by the student's perceptions and
thoughts about the decisions taking place.
Accordingly, domain projects are based
on the premise that production, percep-
tion, and reflection must all be present in
significant learning.
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Perception, for example, plays an im-
portant function in artistic production for
two reasons. First, any art form requires a
highly refined sense of sensory discrimi-
nation for both appreciation of finished
work as well as factors in re-evaluating or
refining current work. Second, perception
reflects that aspect of one's work which
is deeply social and interpersonal. Percep-
tion at this level reflects one's understand-
ing of work in relation to others, taking
in criticism or offering criticism to others.

On the other hand, musicians must also
possess a highly developed sense of self
and a knowledge of their individual
working process, strengths, and weak-
nesses. Therefore, Arts Propel domain
projects place a high value on reflection
as an essential intrapersonal aspect of un-
derstanding one's work in the domain in
terms of self-knowledge and self-assess-
ment.

An ensemble provides the occasion of
music learning which extends far beyond
the mechanics of playing the instrument.
Accordingly, the Arts Propel approach to
assessment in ensemble performance is
based on both the explicit and implicit
skills which a conductor must possess in
order to:

• identify and diagnose problems in the
performance with respect to the musi-
cal score

• critique one's own performance with
respect to the performance of the entire
ensemble

• construct and implement practice strate-
gies appropriate to the perceived prob-
lems, and

• chart the progress of the ensemble by
making comparisons among different
performances over time.

In addition, the ensemble director also
takes responsibility for coordinating all
these skills while finding or creating
suitable repertoire, conducting rehearsals
and performances, and simultaneously ef-
fectively working with the students on
their individual objectives and monitoring
their role in the changing social structure
of the ensemble. Small wonder ensemble
directors so often garner loyal and com-
mitted students, students dedicated to
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their responsibilities and improving their
station in the ensemble.

Overall, domain projects provide teachers
with a means of tracking students' reflec-
tions about how they play, how the en-
semble plays, and what rehearsal strate-
gies students would suggest to address
the problems they perceive. It provides a
way of tracing the growth of an entire
spectrum of activities that support the
emergence of integrated skills demon-
strated by the ensemble director. A set of
domain projects represents this sequence
of skills.

1. Ensemble rehearsal critique. The
first domain project is the ensemble re-
hearsal critique. This domain project
offers a structured way to develop the
critical skills necessary to evaluate and re-
vise performances in music. At this level
of development, students have time to
discuss their perceptions, reflect, and
then write out their conclusions just after
taping a preliminary performance. These
written comments may form the basis of
discussion or result in practice strategies
tried out in later rehearsals. Critiquing is
encouraged from multiple perspectives
(e.g., identifying the relation of personal
to ensemble performance problems, or
speculating on the relation of articulation
and rhythmic errors).

2. Ensemble rehearsal comparison.
The basic skills of critique need to be
held in mind over extended lengths of
time in order to form a stable basis for
making on-the-spot decisions typical of
the conductor. This domain project main-
tains the focus on the dimensions of the
Ensemble Rehearsal Critique Project, but
adds the burden of making comparisons
between two different performances cap-
tured on tape.

3. Ensemble rehearsal section or
individual coaching. The ensemble
coaching project brings the skills devel-
oped earlier into the activity of rehears-
ing an ensemble section or individua1.
Section leaders and other outstanding stu-
dents are asked to listen to a reading of a
piece, and then immediately address the
issues the performance raises for the en-
semble section or individual within the
section. They are encouraged to docu-
ment the results of their coaching other
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students. As they learn to do this, they
become candidates for the final domain
project in this series, directing the
ensemble.

4. Ensemble rehearsal directing. In
this project, a selected student is guided
toward assuming increasing musical
responsibility by directing the ensemble
through a rehearsal. Using critical skills
and reflective understanding of musical
rehearsal, problems are identified and ad-
dressed during the rehearsal. Selected stu-
dents might prepare a piece for a concert,
oversee ensemble sightreading, or re-
hearse an original arrangement or compo-
sition for the ensemble.

Building Student Reflection
into the Rehearsal

Looking at the first domain project, en-
semble rehearsal critique, we see how a
class activity suggests individual trajecto-
ries of critical thinking that the perfor-
mance itself does not capture. Document-
ing reflective thinking through this
domain project, we see rehearsals as a
learning environment where concepts,
planning, and multiple perspectives in-
creasingly become a measure of participa-
tion in the ensemble.

Ensemble rehearsal critique is designed
to allow students to record their percep-
tions of their own playing, their percep-
tions of the entire ensemble, and impor-
tantly, what they would recommend as
practice strategies to ensure improvement
of the performances. In this critique pro-
ject, students assess their own perfor-
mance and their reading of the selection
three or more times during a marking
period or semester. Focusing on the cen-
tral skills for musicians at any level; this
domain project may be used in any junior
or senior high school performing group
in the normal rehearsal space. It can be
adapted to any rehearsal process which
takes place over an extended period of
time.

This domain project, like all Propel
projects, includes the three necessary
components of production, reflection,
and perception. In this case, production
is addressed through performance and re-
vision in performance, as well as through
demonstration of errors. Reflection is
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addressed through written student com-
ments, facilitated by group discussion,
and their formulation of rehearsal strate-
gies. Perception is addressed through
monitoring the relevance of the student's
judgments (as marked on the comment
sheets and scores) and through monitor-
ing students' abilities to discriminate
among musical dimensions with the
specified vocabulary.

Implementing Ensemble
Rehearsal Critique in the
Pittsburgh Public Schools

The teacher chooses a piece on the
basis of the curriculum objectives, the
level of the band, and the concepts to be
covered in the rehearsal. Typical factors
include ensemble problems of dynamics
or balance, coordinating entrances, at-
tending to intonation, rhythmic and tonal
accuracy or nuance, ete. The ensemble

works with only a small section of the
piece, because it is important to keep the
demands on students' memory within a
workable load.

The teacher introduces the project by
leading a discussion of the piece, review-
ing the focal issues, concepts, and skills
which are the point of the selection. Dur-
ing the discussion, the teacher establishes
the vocabulary of terms to be used in the
critiques. Some teachers put a list of
terms on the blackboard and give exam-
ples of each; others rely on the more in-
formal use, which involves through par-
ticipating in discussion; some teachers
lead students through a series of warm-up
exercises which are based on the musical
materials of the piece.

The teacher than hands out and ex-
plains the student evaluation sheet, draw-
ing attention to the musical terms on top
of the page and to what is meant by
"particular location" and "whole piece' '.

Name _

Period _

Instrument 3/23/89 version
Write down your critique of the ensemble performance specifying LOCATION [where you performed particularly well or need to improve]
and MUSICAL DIMENSIONS [such as rhythm. intonation, tone, balance, articulation, phrasing, interpretation, etc. or any dimension specified
by the teacher]. Using words such as "because" be sure to mention any links between your own or your section's performance and the
ensemble as a whole. Also include remarks concerning REVISIONS OR PRACTICING STRATEGIES for yourself or the ensemble. Be sure to include
the main problem in terms of its dimension and location in the piece you or the ensemble should practice on before or during the next rehearsal.

ENSEMBLE REHEARSAL CRITIQUE Da te _

Pi ece _

CRITICAL COMMENTS REVISIONS OR PRACTICE PLANS
Location Dimension My (Section's) Performance For Myself (My Section)

, , (filled out Immediately after performance) ,, ,, ,
, , ,

· · ,

· · ,

· , ,
, ,
, ,

· · ,
, ,

· , ·· ,
, · ·· · ,

· · ,

· , ,

· · ·· · ,
: · ·· ,

Location :Olmenslon : [nsemble's Performance , For the Whole [nsemble,
(filled out after listening 10 recorded performance) ·· ·, · ·, , ,

, ·· , ·, , ·· , ,
· , ·, , ,
, · ,,

·,· ,· ,, ·, , ,
, ·· , ,
, ,

ARTS PROPEL assessment form SpecificsD Suggested Revisions D Critical Perspective D
USE OTHER SIDE OF PAGE FOR ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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Name ,k>Q\?!":> Prt\rf\OQ
Period . ENSEMBL H Date 2 -"7-ffiERE EARSAL CRITIQUE Piece-'le.W'ros<>".,C()..,rr\:dInstrument T 7;0,(" -,

c catto n DimensIon

Write down your Cl'ilique of \he ensemble performance Specirylng LOCATION [where you perlormad particularly we!! or need to Improve}
end MUS!CAL DIMENSIONS [such as rhythm, Intonation, lone, balance, articulation, phrasing, toterpreteuen. etc. or any dimel'\$ion specltled
by the teacher]. Using •••.•ores such as 'because" be sure 10 mention any links between your own or your secuco's penorma.nce ancll.he
~n$e~e as a whole

Ensemble's PerformanceMy (Section's) Performance

C ;~

~ ,'I
T 'd
I
a
u
E

yr o.CTICQ.\+-fAO(e, ?(a..ct\·(~ it-
,

(Y\O'" ~

AJs.oInclude rernatl<.Sconcerning REVI~IONS OR PRACTICING STRATEGIES lor youfsell ot the eoserrete. 8e sure tc locIude tho main
oroblem In (f,rmS ollis dime~ion and ~Iion In the cle-ce you Of the en1embl, sholM (}tact/CD on belore or during \he nel\ rfhea.ul.

, ,
, ,

R
E
V
I
S
t
o

"
ARTS PROPEL assessment form SpeclflcsD Suggested Revisions D Critical Perspective D

USE OTHER SIDE OF PAGE FOR ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

The teacher explains that students will be
expected to assess the ensemble from
several different critical perspectives. Stu-
dents are expected to distinguish between
"How did I sound?" and "How did the
ensemble sound?" Finally, students are
expected to suggest revisions that are ap-
propriate to the critique, adopting the
viewpoint of the director. The teacher
may also supply copies of the conductor's
score (with the student's own part high-
lighted) so that students can link their
comments to specific locations in the
music.

Upon completing the performance of
the chosen section of the piece, some
teachers lead a short discussion about
what the students think about their own
individual performance and the perfor-
mance of their section. Students are then
asked to write down their evaluation of
their own performance and some sugges-
tions about what they might work on the
next time they read it.

As soon as students have completed fill-
ing out the left side of the reflection as-
sessment forms, the teacher plays the tape
of their reading. This may be followed by
another short discussion of what they
hear, what to correct, and what strategies
they would use to improve or correct the
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Figure 2

ensemble's performance. If they have co-
pies of scores, the students identify
where they perceived problems by mark-
ing their scores while listening to the
recording. At the end of the rehearsal, the
teacher or a student collects the evalua-
tions and observations written on the as-
sessment sheets and/or the music scores
and puts them in the students' folders.

Below are two examples taken from
early rehearsals of a new band piece. The
first is typical of most first responses to
the task, whether made by a high school
or middle school student. The second is
more typical of high school students who
have been in the ensemble for several
years and have practiced filling in the cri-
tique forms several times previously.

Interpreting Student Responses
Looking at Figure 1, the succinct and

ever-relevant point is well taken: One can
always practice more. As we suggested
earlier, this message might convey very
different meanings depending on whether
it had been written by a musical novice
or a world-famous musician. In this case,
the context is the eighth grade ensemble.
Although directed to include more spe-
cific comments, the student leaves an ex-
tremely lean bit of advice. By using the
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questioning strategies "how, what, or
why?", the teacher can begin to form an
understanding of the musical perception
or concepts that may inform the com-
ment (e.g., How does the student use ter-
minology? What perspective or connec-
tion does the student make between
ensemble and personal performance? Why
are specific practice strategies offered?). In
the case of beginning students, we have
little to go on: no terminology, differen-
tiated perspective, or practice plans.

In contrast, Figure 2 shows the consid-
erable development in musical reflective
skills typical of a more experienced player.
Walt, a three-year member of the ensem-
ble, may not always provide a rich response
to the task, but he is able to offer contex-
tually relevant remarks. He contributes to
the ensemble a set of possibilities worth
considering in any performance.

His highly articulated comments using

vocabulary (dynamics, articulation,
rhythm, and ensemble performance) de-
scribe what he perceives ("too loud",
"too short", "work on rhythms so they
fit the piece' '). Particularly impressive are
the multiple perspectives suggested by the
remarks and their relation to practice
strategies. Rather than commenting purely
on the quality of loudness, Walt reflects
on the complex dynamic balance of the
ensemble in relation to his own playing
("I sounded too loud at the G.P. The
other trombone and tuba weren't playing
loud enough.' '). In addition, Walt relies
on differentiating between live and
recorded performance to test his views
(Sounded much worse on the tape than
live; [the taped performance] confirms
that I was too loud. Need to be softer").
Specific musical terms and locations are
provided for additional context.

Rehearsal plans reflect the ability to

Namew.~~ Date d-I...o-8Q
Period "" .~ ENSEMBLE REHEARSAL CRITIQUE Piece c5SAQA1E /,5'06
Instrument IJM<>-n\~G{\J. U

Write do~n\~ ~tique of the ensembte performance specifying LOCATION (where you performed parUcularly well or need to Improve)
and MUSICAL DIMENSIONS (such as rhythm, Intonation, tone, balance, articulation, phrasing, InterpretaUon, etc. or any dimension specttled
by the teacher]. Using words such as "because" be sura to mention any links between your own or your secUon's performance and tha
onccrnblo []~ a whofo.

C
R
I
T
I
Q
U
E

/)

Location Dimension My '(Section's) Performance EnsemIJle'sl'erronnllnce

ARTS PROPEL assessment form SpeciflcsD Suggested Revisions D Critical Perspective 0
USE OTHER SIDE OF PAGE fOR ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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redirect the focus on the music toward
solving complex problems. Speculating on
the effect of creating new performance
procedures related to the score, certain
problems can be addressed. Providing
specific locations and combining musical
concepts in ways not explicitly provided
by the music, Walt, for example, recom-
mends exaggerating articulation to focus
on rhythmic problems ("try playing all of
them eighth notes short then working on
them"). In addition, his criticisms include
individual ("Lonnie needs to practice that
part a little more. He seems unsure of the
part") and section performances ("meas-
ures 26-48, saxes need to be together on
the eights in this section' ') as well as re-
marks that address the entire ensemble.
Walt's proposed practice strategies add
dimension to the use of his reflective
comments.

Comparing these two examples, we see
how reflective comments suggest rele-
vance beyond simple measures of accu-
racy. While the middle school student
may only parrot the explicit pronounce-
ments made during the last rehearsal, the
high school student explicitly suggests the
context of musical thinking implied by
remarks made by the band director. Selected
from the range of models and metaphors,
these students have encountered in re-
hearsal, their remarks become significant
as they are used to coach or direct see-
tionals in future domain projects for the
ensemble. Currently, they form the basis
of evaluating reflective thinking relevant
to performance.

From the perspective of ensemble re-
hearsal critique, we see the significance of
the scrap of paper on the floor contain-
ing the message "It stinks. Practice it
more". We now understand that, although
the writer may be new in the band, we
can anticipate the path of possible devel-
opment of musical thinking. By tracking
student reflections over time, we have a
record of the broad range of musical
thinking which increasingly knits under-
standing and performance together.

Measuring Development of
Reflective Thinking

Research design from developmental
psychology, if imported into education,
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can be highly useful for assessing stu-
dents' learning. In conventional education
practice, assessment typically is linked
specifically to a unit or moment of in-
struction. Psychologists, however, are in-
terested in how children perform a
specific task over wide varieties of condi-
tions. When this model is imported into
educational settings, it becomes possible
to see how learning varies across different
ages as well as levels of complexity. Using
this approach to evaluate the critique do-
main project, we can trace the develop-
ment of reflective comments over time,
curriculum, and levels of difficulty in the
repertoire.

Researchers have demonstrated that the
level of achievement on a task depends
on two external aspects: the degree of
support provided, and the complexity of
the task. These findings should come as
no surprise to educators. Reading instruc-
tion, for example, fails miserably without
adequate external support (e.g., vocabu-
lary learning, stimulating questions about
content, etc.) or sensitivity to levels of
complexity (graded levels of books in
terms of readability or cultural context).
This perspective underscores the inter-
dependency of learning, task, and
context.

Recent research in developmental psy-
chology suggests how this concept may
be applied to educational assessment. One
approach, skill theory (Fischer, 1980),
casts intellectual development in terms of
commanding increasingly sophisticated
cognitive skills. Whether looking at chil-
dren's growing understanding of social
roles (Fischer & Canfield, 1986) or grasp
of abstract mathematical concepts (Fischer
& Kenny, 1986), cognitive development
proceeds from single actions or represen-
tations to more complex coordinations of
abstract systems or principles. Single
representations are defined as understand-
ing actions carried out by another; an
example of the related skill is describing
what a doctor does or what a father does.
Representational mapping is the coordina-
tion of two perspectives; an example of a
related skill is to show how a doctor may
talk to a daughter, and how a father may
talk to his daughter. Representation
systems are defined as coordinations of
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multiple representational mappings; a skill
example is to show how a doctor may treat
his daughter when she is sick. A single
abstraction is defined as understanding a
system of multiple representational map-
pings as a single abstraction; an example
of the skill is to describe what it means
to be a doctor or a father in our society.

Skill theory is designed to chart cogni-
tive development in any domain. Al-
though development may occur at differ-
ent ages in different domains, the order
and structure of these levels remains in-
variant. Interpreting instrumental perfor-
mance in terms of skill theory, for exam-
ple, reading skills develop from single
"note to note" decoding of the third clar-
inet part toward reading the entire ensem-
ble score including transpositions, key
structure, and form. In the ensemble re-
hearsal critique project, critical comments
may also suggest underlying development
of reflective thinking skills. Critical com-
ments may change from diffuse com-

Levell

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

ments about a single dimension (' 'missed
notes" to articulate and more coordinated
relational views about the performance
(' 'The sopranos were too loud in measure
4 and they didn't notice we were a beat
behind"). Finally at the level of coordi-
nated actions, systems, and abstractions,
high school students may comment on
practice strategies related to key signa-
tures, formal aspects of the music, or
complex interactions of performance de-
tected in balance or rhythmic problems
(see Figure 4).

Indeed, critiquing musical performance
is a compellingly rich arena for charting
musical cognitive growth. But how can
music educators spur this development?
According to skill theory, development
may not occur or may occur undetected
if the environment does not support new
levels of skill acquisition. In other words,
without optimal support conditions, stu-
dents may not perform at the limit of
their cognitive development. Domain

Levels of Cognitive Skills related to
Levels of Reflective Comments about Ensemble Performance

Cogni Iive Skills
, ,
: Performance/Reading Skills: Reflective Thinking Skills
,

Single Representations' :
,

understanding a system :
of sensori-motor actions in •
terms of a single :
representation :

,

,,
RePresentatjonal Systems' :

,,,,,,,,

,,
Ability to coordinate pitch and :
rhythm.ic valu.es wi~h respect [Q :

dynamics, articulations or phrase,
markings in the score :

,,,,

Ability to coordinate critical
comments across two or more
dimensions or perspectives such as
the effect of articulation on rhythm,
the difference between the ensemble
and one's own performance, or the
effect of a practice strategy on
ensemble performance

,,
Ability to decode from notated :
pitch to fingering on the ,
instrument or control the '
durational value according to the :
notated rhythm :

,,

Ability to comment on a single
dimension such as notated
pitch in relation to performed pitch
or notated rhtyhrns in relation to
performed rhythm

,,
Representational MapDino" :,,,,,,,,,

Ability to coordinate pitch and
rhythmic values
simultaneously
in relation to one another

Ability to coordinate critical
comments across two dimensions
or two perspectives such as the
effect of articulation on rhythm, the
difference between the ensemble
and one's own performance

ability to map or
coordinate two
representations

ability to map or
coordinate two or more
sets of
representations

Sina!e Abstractions'

, ,, ,
: Ability to understand music in '
I terms of tonality, meter, phrasing:
: or other formal considerations :, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,

ability to understand
systematic relations of
rcprcxcutut ions ill terms or
a single abstraction

Ability to formulate critical
comments in terms musical concepts
such as the effect of articulation on
style, effect of a practice strategy on
inion at ion or balance in ensemble
performance
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projects provide such support. Not only
do instructors model vocabulary and per-
formance comments continuously in re-
hearsal, but the Arts Propel forms make
support concrete organizationally. Ex-
plicitly asking for location, dimension,
and for multiple perspective (' 'How you
sound, how the ensemble sounds"), stu-
dents who can coordinate these views
offer rich and rewarding critiques.

Is there evidence for individual devel-
opment within the academic year? Our
earlier examples suggest that distinctly
more sophisticated critical responses can
occur with experience and maturity. On
the first take, however, ensemble rehearsal
critique responses of middle school stu-
dents and high school students are not
significantly different. Each, for example,
is likely to reiterate the adage "Practice
makes perfect" or "The whole piece
needs more work". With optimal support,
however, evidence of the students' devel-
opment appears. After students get used
to writing their critiques and trust that
instructors value and refer to their com-
ments later in discussion or rehearsal
their critical thinking takes on a life ~f its
own. For middle school students, this
may mean becoming aware of other sec-
tions of the ensemble by looking at the
score. Their comments begin to map mu-
sical terminology appropriately with their
perceptions and practice strategies:

"The clarinets didn't count right-we
got lost"
"The notes weren't short enough-I
need to tongue better"

For high school students, development
in reflective comments is more dramatic:

"The entry was good towards B, how-
ever I dropped out. The song [as a
whole] is coming together a lot better,
but we still have to make our notes
sound shorter and more clear."

Comments are at once more rich, practice
plans more constructive, and most im-
pressive from a cognitive point of view,
the perspectives are considerably more
sophisticated. Continuing from above, this
high school trombone player advocates
the tape recorder for addressing the needs
of his particular session:
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"We could go over and tape us playing
to where we have to change our accents
or bring it out more-by listening to a
tape of us playing it-helps us where
the dynamics were missing or the play-
ing is soft."

Damen, a quiet and unassuming fresh-
man in rehearsal, anticipates the coaching
strategies through his written comments.
With further support, it is easy to imag-
ine Damen eventually becoming a section
coach or directing an ensemble rehearsal
by senior year.

The sequence of the performance do-
main projects makes it possible to inves-
tigate the functional levels of reflective
thinking. The context remains stable
while the specific scaffolding proVid~d by
the domain project becomes less intru-
sive. In the early highly supported condi-
tion of the ensemble rehearsal critique,
the demands on memory are relatively
small when compared to the relatively
open condition of the domain project,
directing the ensemble. There the student
must not only be able to evaluate an en-
semble's performance on the spot, cri-
tique and offer strategies for improvement
with tact and effectiveness, but be able to
do all this while actually attending to the
flow of the music in performance.

In sum, the rehearsal critique project is
a vehicle for assessing situated cognition,
that is, reflective thinking in the context
of a rehearsal. In the Arts Propel rehear-
sal, this knowledge is tapped in the con-
text that learning and knowing occurred.
In other words, it is our position, along
with other researchers, that cognition oc-
curs within a specific situation with a
particular domain (Brown, Collins, &
Duguid, 1989). As with the research in
skill theory, we must attend to cognitive
development in the context and condi-
tions under which it occurs, not as an ab-
stract, decontextualized construct. In
terms of music education, this perspective
places the context of use directly into the
context of examining that knowledge. Ac-
cordingly, the situation in which learning
occurs must be part of the assessment of
what students know.

Although reflective thinking may sug-
gest an independent cognitive skill, we
see how it is rooted in the domain by
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way of now a musician learns to critique,
coach, and eventually direct an ensemble.
Many practitioners question the validity
of any presentation outside the normal
performance of music as valid indices of
musical achievement. Thoughtful analysis,
however, of master classes, lessons (Schoen,
1987), and practice habits (Blum, 1986)
indicates that there can be a close relation
between reflection and performance.

Few musicians, ourselves included,
would question the premise that perfor-
mance provides a superior context within
which to observe musical thinking. We
seek to extend the field of musical thought
by observing and assessing how students
talk about their work, what they notice
in performances, how self-aware they are
during performance, and the degree to
which they are aware of how their work
fits into the larger context of music.

What, therefore, is the role of accuracy
in assessing the development of reflective
thinking? Because of the enormous com-
plexity of ensemble performance, reflec-
tive thinking occurs more often as
"hypothesis testing" than as a matter of
accuracy. What direction one band direc-
tor would take to correct an ensemble
problem may differ considerably from the
tack of another. From critiquing to coach-
ing, musicians learn to apply musical
thinking in a social context. Whereas dis-
crimination plays a role in identifying
problems, reflective thinking suggests
strategies for dealing with them. Critical
judgments are made, tested, and verified
as to their utility in enriching the course
of the ensemble rehearsal. While perfor-
mance remains as an essential demonstra-
tion of musical comprehension, reflective
thinking drives the course of inquiry ex-
plored by the ensemble.

Broad Implications for Music
Education and the
Performance Ensemble

There is little doubt that the band
director contributes a great deal in shap-
ing the raw talent in the band. The en-
vironment of the rehearsal, created by the
conductor and the students, provides an
arena rich with interactions which extend
far beyond the mechanical and mundane.
It is important that a replete view of the
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domain of music support the implicit and
explicit skills modeled by the conductor.
The assessment of music and learning
should include what practitioners actually
do, how they rehearse, and how they
think. This awareness and perspective
yields fruitful insights into what actually
takes place in a band rehearsal.

The Arts Propel assessment strategy for
ensembles is based on this sequence of
domain projects which provide a struc-
tured way of developing the skills of the
conductor. It is important to design as-
sessment measures which can be ordered
in a developmental sequence. This makes
it possible to evaluate the relative effi-
ciency of instruction and learning in ways
not possible to see otherwise.

Changes in the Rehearsal
Learning Environment

Pittsburgh teachers report the effects of
domain projects on the atmosphere of
the rehearsal class. Although ensemble re-
hearsal critique exacts considerably more
time devoted to written reflections, the
dynamics of the ensemble appear to
change. First, student thinking is more
visible. Although discussions do take
place in many ensembles, written com-
ments often do not, nor are they syste-
matically collected for viewing develop-
ment. From our view, class discussions
serve well to get students started in their
thinking, while written comments, sup-
ported by examples and deliberately call-
ing for articulate and richly dimensional
comments, better capture each individual's
thinking. Viewing videotapes of students
marking full scores to trace their percep-
tions clearly suggests the contribution of
their critical responses, judgments, and
ensuing rehearsal suggestions to the
ensemble.

Second, changes in the ensemble re-
hearsal critique class behaviors occur as a
result of students taking time out to fill in
the critique forms. Not all these changes
may be welcomed by the ensemble direc-
tor. For example, students more frequent-
ly challenge the authority of the director
or composer. Students may take the per-
spective of the conductor in making criti-
cal judgments about the ensemble per-
formance: "At measure 3, we need a
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much clearer cue to keep the meter in
sync." or, perhaps later in the class dis-
cussion, the music may be challenged:
"this trumpet part seems wrong to me-
can I play an F instead of the G at the
end of this section?" While these types
of comments sometimes occur in other
ensemble rehearsals, they more frequently
appear after teachers begin using the en-
semble rehearsal critique sessions.

This leads to the third change, the
realization of the director/author as end-
state of music education through perfor-
mance. Granted, students participating in
ensembles enjoy applying their instru-
mental skills in concert with their peers.
They also enjoy the social comraderie.
What occurs with giving students voice in
the direction of the ensemble is some-
thing else. Given cause to reflect about
their own performance and the ensemble,
students become more self-directive.
Rather than looking at section leading, ar-
ranging music, or conducting a rehearsal
as added workload, students begin to see
these activities as being the goal of being
in the ensemble over many years. Tradi-
tionally, the most experienced and gifted
students become the drum majors or leaders
of the ensemble. The domain projects
make the path to authorship more visible
and accessible to every member of the
group. Reflective thinking serves as the
entry point in this path toward the musi-
cianship skills of the director.

Finally, the relationship of the director
to the ensemble members is made more
interactive. Music education in the perfor-
mance ensemble proceeds not by lecture
but by active participation in group
problem-solving. The director in this con-
text can serve more as a coach or guide
than as an absolute authority figure. The
structure of the mentor/apprenticeship
relationship is made concrete by a con-
stant exchange of views of the problems
being experienced in the ensemble.

In this way, reflective thinking serves
both ends of the relationship. On the one
hand, students need advice on how to
think about their music and related per-
formance problems. On the other hand,
by knowing how the student formulates
musical concepts and seeks to transform
performance problems, the director knows
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what level of advice to offer. Gradually,
the director can implement the views of
the ensemble members toward better mu-
sical effect, as well as offer guidance and
insight about the music in rehearsal.

A Comprehensive View of the
Performance Ensemble

In sum, through the Ensemble Rehear-
sal Domain Project, the teacher can assess
development and learning along several
musical and cognitive dimensions. First,
this domain project provides students a
context within which they can develop a
working vocabulary for tracking their mu-
sical perceptions. Second, students' per-
formance of repertoire is informed by in-
creasing their awareness and critical
judgment. Third, the student's reading
skills can be monitored, especially with
reference to musical score sheets. Fourth,
students' knowledge of rehearsal skills
and strategies for improvement can be
tracked throughout the period. Finally, in
the perception task (marking errors on
their parts and/or on copies of scores),
students gain experience in identifying er-
rors in performance in relation to the
score.

The teacher can expect to watch stu-
dents' general cognitive development as
well. First, students develop critical obser-
vation skills from increasingly complex
perspectives. Secondly, the ability to make
critical decisions based on observations
specifically related to musical perception
is developed through the use of the
domain-project materials. Third, students
develop the ability to demonstrate those
decisions, either verbally or by marking
scores. Finally, students develop the abil-
ity to take a critical perspective about
their own work in relation to the whole
ensemble.

In our example of a teacher scoring
key, Figure 5, we see how reflective
thinking in the ensemble is assessed. This
assessment strategy allows music educa-
tors to trace the development of musical
thought in addition to conventional per-
formance evaluation. This domain project
captures musical thinking as it becomes
more sophisticated, relational, and ab-
stract with experience and maturity. Of
course, it remains the task of the expert
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DOMAIN PROJECT: ENSEMBLE REHEARSAL CRITIQUE
ENSEMBLE OR CLASS _
TEACHER
GRADE LEVEL(S)
STUDENT[sceRE H.••I"G ••H"'"E""ST...--;I ••N""ST;;;-A.•.•N•.•.C""E--S=*J

IDENTIFICATION OF MUSICAL ELEMENTS IN CRITICAL JUDGEMENTS ABOUT
PERFORMANCES

[june 23 1989 version]

Ability to offer
specific
references to
musical elements
while making
critical comment
and/or
suggested
revisions
throughout
the critique

ability to
suggest
REVISIONS or
PRACTICE
PLANS linked
with critical
comments

critical
perspective
developed
through
musical
elements or
practice plans
increasingly
coordinated
with
critical
comments

TEACHER SCORING KEY

NR= no response or not enough statements given
1~ RESPONSE INSUFFICIENT FOR DETERMINING CRITICAL PERSPECTIVE

(e.g., 'very bad'; 'good'; or 'practice')
2= DESCRIPTION OF ONE OR MORE SINGLE POINTSOF VICW NOT COORDINATED WITH MUSICAL

DIMENSIONS (e.g., 'I was too loud'; 'we were out of tune'; 'ths drums dragged' )
3= EVIDENCE FORSINGLE COORDINATION OF MUSICAL DIMENSIONS BETWEEN TWO POINTS OF VIEIA

(e.g., 'Trumpets were too loud; I couldn't be heard'; or 'sopranos missed their entrance;
we dldn't')

4~ EVIDENCE FOR MORE COMPLEX COORDINATION OF TWO OR MORE POINTS OF V18N AND CAUSAL
RELATIONS ACROSS ONE OR MORE MUSICAL DIMENSIONS

(e.g.; 'after the sopranos came in the tenors got louder and I started singing flat; the
second time I sang softer and it was much better in tune')

NR= no response or not enough statements given
1~ DOES NOT REFER TO MUSICAL ELEMENTS IN PERFORMANCE

(e.g., 'bad'; 'great'; 'much better'; 'keep together')
2= REFERS TO ISOLATED MUSICAL ELEMENTS and/or MAKES OVERLY BROAD, SOMETIMES

INAPPROPRIATE OR IRRELEVANT REFERENCES TO THE PERFORMANCE
(e.g., 'out of tune'; 'sloppy rhythm'; 'trumpets too soft')

3= REFERS TO MUSICAL ELEMENTS WITH INCREASED SPECIFICITY,COHERENCE AND RELEVANCE TO
•••.. MUSICAL DIMENSIONS (e.g., 'the flutes played the eighth notes like quarter notes [rhythm]';
••... 'the accents in the trombones need more punch [dynamics]')

4= MAKES MANY SPECIFIC AND APPROPRIATE REFERENCES TO MUSICAL ELEMENTS INTHE
PERFORMANCE (e.g., 'the trumpets came in late and too loudly on measure 16 and never caught

up until the end'; 'I forgot to give the half notes two beats on measure 3 but I held the quarter
notes longer to make up for it)

ABILITY TO SUGGEST REVISIONS OR PRACTICE STRATEGIES FOR
IMPROVING PERFORMANCES
NR= no response or not enough statements given
1= DOES NOT REFER TO SPECIFIC MUSICAL ELEMENTSWHILE SUGGESTING HOW TO IMPROVE

THE PERFORMANCE
(e.g., 'practice'; 'take your instrument home'; or 'listen to Mr. Daller')

2= OFFERS OVERLY BROAD, SUPERFICIAL OR UNCONSTRUCTIVE SUGGESTIONS
~ ~ (e.g., 'play more in tune'; 'find the bad spots and practice them'; 'don't play sloppy')

3= SUGGESTS MORE SPECIFIC AND CONSTRUCTIVE REVISIONS OR PRACTICE PLANS SOMETIMES
LINKED TO CRITICAL COMMENTS ON THE FORM

(e.g., 'ths flutes should use a hard and crisp tone'; ths drums should tap their feet for better
rhythm'; 'violins should practice with separate bowings')

4= SUGGESTS HIGHLY ARTICULATED PRACTICE STRATEGIES AND REVISIONS CLEARLY LINKED
WITH SPECIFIC CRITICAL COMMENTS ON THE FORM

(e.g., 'the flutes should play staccato like the trumpets do in the first version'; 'the percussion
should oractice the hard Darts 3 times slowlv, then at the temoo marked for more orecision'

CRITICAL PERSPECTIVE(S) ASSUMED BY STUDENTS WHILE DISCUSSING
THE INDIVIDUAL AND ENSEMBLE PERFORMANCE(S)

[-highest Instance= score the highest level of achievement demonstrated by the student]

ARTS PROPEL ASSESSMENT FORM
Figure 5
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music director to interpret the student re-
marks in the context of the individual
rehearsal.

The format of our scoring system sug-
gests developmental levels of ability (with
considerable support) without implying
that professional musicians must always
function at optimal levels. Validity eventu-
ally informs production skills, yet the
presence of critical, musical thinking ap-
pears as a useful indication of musical
development.

To conclude, we return to our opening
story of the band director's discovery of a
student's scrap of paper with the written
comment "It stinks. Practice it more' '.
Whether this remark is made by an ex-
pert or a novice is impossible to tell un-
less we consider the context of the re-
mark, the role and level of expertise of
the author, and the possible range of the
author's intended meaning. But these re-
marks signal something important in
music education: the path toward musical
thinking implicit in expert musical direc-
tion. By making the meaning more ex-
plicit, more contextual, and eventually
implementable, the student must develop
a musical understanding that supports the
enormously complex task of actively par-
ticipating in the ensemble.

Catalyzing the mental states of the "ar-
ticulate theorist" (using appropriately rich
vocabulary and concepts); the "reviser,
interpreter, or rehearsal director" (map-
ping critical thinking, perception, and
problem-solving skills to produce in-
tended performance changes); and the
"critical thinker" (one who is musically
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and cognitively equipped to coordinate
multiple views of the ensemble, the
music, and the performance), Arts Propel
provides an opportunity for elucidating
the role of reflective thinking in musical
performance. 0
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